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THE INTERNAL CONVERSION AND e V ~ PAIRS •
CKEAIION FROM THE HEATED NUCLEI

S.N.Fedotkin, V.M.Kolomiets

For excitation energies less titan neutron Hading energy the nuclei decay
by means of gamm&xadiation. Radiative transitions of such nuclei are studied in tbe different
statistical models[l-5j. In this case the some averaged over the great number of excited states
quantum transitions are considered instead of a individual radiative transitions between tbe
nuclear levels. In parallel with radiative processes the processes of the internal ooaveraion. like
e+e~-pairs creation and atomic shell ionization take place. Our interest is fe$ ivest** <-i'on <;/
these processes for highly excited nuclei. In this situation as in a case of radiaii*"* *^ •;"it:o,:w
it makes sense to consider the averaged over the great number of the excited a»dfiasr ni&i<n>
the probabihty of the conversion transitions.

Let us consider the process of e+e~-pairs creation from the heated nuclei. The differential
probability of e+e~-pair creation for conversion transition in tbe nucleus of multipolariiy L
from initial state » to tL_ "?al state / can be writen as

€.) Wfi{\L) KEi - ES - £ + - e_) (!)

Here Wfi(XL) h the probability of the radiative transition, A = 0(1) for magnetic (electric)
transitions, Ei and Ef are the energies initial and final nudieaj states, e+ and £„ are the
total energies of positron and electron. r~L (t-v, €_) determines the differential conversion
coefficient for internal pair creation dfiiXL,i+):

fl i )(e+ ,W-e+)^=^(AL,e.) ! (2)

where u> = 6+ -r e_ is total energy of the nuclear transition. The probability W/;(A£, w) has
the form [6]

where
^ < / ! Q ^ ! i > t a (4)

is rednced probability of a transition, QIM is multipole operator.
Suppose that the nuclei have the sufficiently high excitation energy, so that the statistical

approach for them can be used. Let us make in this case the averaging of the expression (1)
over statistical ensemble of the initial and summation over aS final nuclear stales and obtaib

where function 5^, {u», T) is determined as foBows:

it
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Here £1 and T are thermodynamics potential and temperatore descriptive of the ensemble of
nuclear states.

. Hie function S^ (̂w, T) &iid averaged over statistical ensemble of the nuclear states gamma
radiation probability Wy(XL, &') are connected as follows [3,5]:

i , (7)

Uaag relation (7) we get the following expression for averaged probability of e+e~ - pain
creation from the heated nucJeoB

where U is the nizck&r excitation energy, m is the electron rest mass. In this expression we
carry out the integration over positron e+ and photon w energies.

-Let us consider r*ow the process of atomic shell ionization for the highly excited nuclei.
The differential atomic shell internal conversion probability can be writen as

« a(AI,, e) Wfi(XL) 6(Ek - £> - e),

where a(AX, e) is the internal conversion coefficient, e =: Ei ~ Ej ~ u> ]B the kinetic energy
of conversion electron. Here we neglect the binding energy of the electron. We shall average
this expression over statistical ensemble as well as in a case of e+e~ -pairs creation and obtain

Wc(XLtT) =

Therefore, if we can determine the averaged gamma radiation probability W7(\L, u>) we can
calculate the averaged probabilities of e+e~ -pairs creation W^.e~(\LtT) and atomic sheli
ionization W^XL,!*) from the expression (8) and (9).

The averaged 7-radiation probabilities described in different approaches[l-5]. In this
paper we shall consider simple statistical Weisakopf model [1] descriptive of gamma decav
of ike heated nuclei. Gamma transition probability is given in this model by the ration ot
level density of final pj and initial p; nuclear states:

Here Ww(XL,iJ) is WeiBskopf apprcadmation for gamma transition probability, Do is the
characteristic single particle spacing.

Let us consider in this model the probability of e+e~ -pairs creation from heated nuckd
in the case of El -transitions. Function Pp'(€+, w — e+) in the Born approximation has the

where a is the fine-structure constant, p, = yef — m^ are momenta of positron {s — -f) or
electron (a = —). Substituting the expression for F\ {i+, u> — «+) (11) in the formula (8) we
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obtain after integration over u>

0, (12)

where R » the nuclear r&dius. The positron spectral distribution 'J(e+, T) approximately
equal to

Here Kn{m/7J) (n = 0,1) are M&cdonald functions. Figure la shows the function J(e+,T)
at different temperat ires T. The position of maximum of position spectral distribution is
moved to the higher energies with increasing T and the distribution becomes; broadly.
,7(£+,Tl ' '"' ~ " ' "
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We carry out ar. integration in (12) and obtain the net express-ion for the averaged e+e~ -
pairs creation probability We+e-(El, T). The ratio of t\n< probability to the averaged gamma
radiation probtbihty 0(E},T) = Wc+e-{FA,T)/W.r{El,T) is given by

K0(T)(K2{Z) + - (14)

where i = rn/T. Figure 1b shows the plot of the temperature dependent conversion coeffi-
cient for internal pair creation 8(El, T) as a function of T.

Let oa consuler the K-ahefl ionization process within the framework of the statistical
Weisskopf model. The internal conversion co f̂Ficient in the case of El-transitions in the
Born approximation has form [7]

where Z is the nuclear charge. Substituting the expression (15) in the formula (9) we obtain

WC(E1,T) = ^ / CLJ F{u,T), (16)
4A, Jo

where the converaon electron apectral distribution F(u, T) has form
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The piot of function F(w, T) at different temperatures T is given oo Figure 2a. The width of
spectral distribution F{w, T) increases and the position of maximum is moved to the higher
energies with increasing T.

U U

Fig.2b

Performing the integration in the expression (16) we obtain the temperature dependent
conversion coefficient as the ratio aK{El,T) s Wt{El,T)fW^{El%T)

«K(El, D = la'Z* s> «p(«) [*,(«) 4- «(|JTi(«) - 2Jr3(*) - ^ M ) ] (17)
v / ax

where * - m/71. The plot of aK(Ei, T) is shown in Figure 2b. For heavy nuclei with Z « 100
and at sufficiently small T the quantity aK{E\tT) is equal to 10~3. A related process for
J52 -fluctuation electromagnetic field in framework of the thermodynamical approximation
was investigated in paper [8].

It should be noted that because we calculated the ratio of internal conversion probability
to the gamma radiation probability, some specific features of Weisskopf model disappear.
Consequently, the expressions for the temperature dependent conversion coefT.aents P(El. T)
and aa(El,7*) contain more general information, than Weisskopf model. It is sigiiinca:;.
that the temperature dependent conversion coefficients contain the information about nudes.:
structure in contrast to usual conversion coefficients.
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